Year 10

LP1.1

LP1.2

LP1.3

LP1.4

LP1.5

LP1.6

examine what is
engineering,
different
engineering
sectors, and
engineering
disciplines.

research a wide
range of
engineering
disciplines,
including the
interconnection
between types of
engineer and
different
disciplines.

research a wide
range of
engineering
sectors, including
the products
produced by
each.

investigate ways
in which a variety
engineering
organisations can
be classified,
including:
global/large,
small-to-medium,
small jobbing
companies.

research
engineering
functions that are
often outsourced:
R&D,
manufacturing
and service
(customer
support)

research all
complete an
engineering
assessment
functions that are based on what I
common to
have learnt.
engineering
organisations:
research, design,
planning, making,
quality,
marketing,
selling, customer
service,
installation.

describe what
each type of
organisation
produces and
how each is
organised and
operates.

investigate
various
organisations that
are specialists in
their sectors,
including aircraft
wing
manufacturers,
manufacturers of
hydraulic
systems.

describe a wide
range of
engineering job
roles, and the
types of work
they carry out:
maintenance
technician,
machine
operator, aircraft
fitter, design
engineer,
manufacturing
engineer,
installation
engineer, process
engineer,
telecommunicatio
ns engineer.
Discuss the need Research types
Research the
Study the
What properties
gather all the
for different
of metals, ferrous, processes used
assembly and
does each of the information
materials for
non ferrous and
in the workshop
working drawings material have that collected about
different products. alloys. What
and in industry to of the engineering have been
the engineered
Introduce the
specific metals
work with metals. component. List
identified? Why is product and
broad topics of
come under each present in the
the components, this useful for the present in the
metals and
category and
form of a table.
label whether it is product?
form of a PPT /
polymers.
what properties
proprietary or non
booklet or mixture
Discuss different do they have?
proprietory. Also
of the two. Submit
properties for the
label the
for assessment.
materials and
materials that are
applications.
used to make the
product.

review my
assessment and
revisit areas
required for
improvement;

Discuss the terms
proprietary and
non proprietary
components.
Understand what
they are and the
role they play in
engineered
products.
research some
examples of
each.

review my
assessment and
revisit areas
required for
improvement;

describe in detail, consider safe
describe several
what is the role of working and the
products made
engineering in
need for safety
from sectors and
society.
both in the design combinations of
and manufacture sectors.
of engineering
products.

Year 11

2A

Research types
of polymers,
thermoplastic and
thermosetting.
What specific
plastics come
under each
category and
what properties
do they have?

Research the
processes used
in the workshop
and in industry to
work with
plastics. Present
in the form of a
table.

Investigate the
availability of the
proprietary
components,
what do they do
and how do they
work?

Research the
specific
processes used
to manufacture
the components
identified

LP1.7

complete an
assessment
based on what I
have learnt.

Learning outcomes

LP2.1

LP2.3

LP2.4

LP2.5

LP2.6

Pupil will know:
- what engineering is;
- how engineering is divided into
various sectors;
- what each engineering sector does:
Pupils will be able to:
- be able to describe various sectors
of engineering;
- recognise how various sectors are
linked when making engineered
products;
- be able to describe engineering job
roles and specialist functions.

research
learn how to
engineering
make a piece of
materials, ferrous steel safe and
and non ferrous
understand why
metals.
we use marking
blue on the
surface of the
mild steel. Be
able to read an
engineering
drawing.

use a hacksaw
and tin snips to
cut the waste
material
previously
marked out, both
safely and
accurately.

mark out the two
pieces of the ABS
handle and the
centre hole in the
steel handle.
Understand why
we mark and drill
three holes in one
side and only one
in the other.

after
demonstration
pupils can rivet
the counter hole
connecting the
steel to the two
outer ABS pieces.

complete
complete an
practical, file
assessment
down outers
based on what I
edges using draw have learnt.
filing and cross
filing techniques.

produce a
detailed table of
my findings.
Include metal,
type, properties
and uses.

learn how to use
a steel rule,
scriber, odd legs
and engineers
square to
complete the full
marking out of
metal piece for
the filling knife
using the
engineering
drawing.

use an engineer’s drill all holes with
file safely and
a 3.2 mm drill bit
accurately to
safely and
remove waste
accurately.
material after
cutting, check
against the
engineering
drawing.

drill through the
other holes and
rivet using the
machinery and
tools safely and
accurately.

check the finished review my
product against
assessment and
the original
revisit areas
engineering
required for
drawing. Use a
improvement;
range of
checks/tools
including visual,
metal rule and
digital calipers.
Report accuracy
according to the
tolerance
allowed.

Discuss the unit
and tasks to
complete. Pupils
should
understand how
this is going to to
help them in other
units.

Measure the
component using
appropriate tools
such as steel
rule, digital
vernier etc.
Photograph and
record the
findings.

Introduction of the
assessed task.
Pupils
disassemble the
engineering
product safely
and using the
correct tools.
Photograph each
part.

Pupils
disassemble
commercial tool
and analyse the
component parts.
Discuss using the
headings; visual
features, surface
features, mass,
colour,
degradation and
identification
marks.

Introduction of the
assessed task.
Pupils
disassemble the
engineering
product safely
and using the
correct tools.
Photograph each
part.

record (through
photographs and
notes)each
individual part
and explain its
use. How does it
link to the whole
product?

Pupils will know: Through completing
this unit it will will give an
understanding of the types and
properties of metallic and polymeric
materials, and proprietary components
commonly used in engineered
products.
Pupils will be able to: Through
completing this unit students will
acquire an understanding of the
selection of materials, proprietary
components and making processes
This will enable then to make informed
choices in the design of their own
products in other units.

2B

LP2.2

record (through
photographs and
notes)each
individual part
and explain its
use. How does it
link to the whole
product?

pupils to write a
detailed product
specification for
the engineering
component under
each of the
headings; size
and mass,
product life and
reliability,
performance/func
tion/service
requirements,
economic and
making
considerations,
implications of
standards and
legislation.
pupils to write a
Bring together all
detailed product
findings for the
specification for
engineering
the engineering
component and
component under present for a third
each of the
party to read.
headings; size
and mass,
product life and
reliability,
performance/func
tion/service
requirements,
economic and
making
considerations,
implications of
standards and
legislation.

LP2.7

Bring together all complete an
findings for the
assessment
engineering
based on what I
component and
have learnt.
present for a third
party to read.

Bring together all review my
findings for the
assessment and
engineering
revisit areas
component and
required for
present for a third improvement;
party to read.

Learning outcomes
Pupils will know: Through
completing this unit of work
pupils will be learning how to
manufacture an engineering
component using the
engineering materials and
processes available.
Pupils will be able to: Through
completing this unit pupils will be
able to read an engineering
drawing. They can choose and
use the correct tools/machinery
to manufacture an engineering
component. They will also be
able to work safely and
accurately throughout the
process.

1A
LP3.1
research and
describe
engineering
sectors in detail.
Focus on
products made
from sectors and
combinations of
sectors.

select an
engineered
product from a
given list. identify
sectors linked to
the chosen
product.

Pupils will know: Through
produce a
completing this unit pupils will
detailed design
investigate engineered products specification for
by using practical engineering
the bike multi
skills and techniques, such as
tool.
disassembly and assembly,
observation and measurement.
Pupils will be able to: Through
completing this unit pupils will
understand how to disassemble
and analyse an engineered
product. This will enable then to
make informed choices in the
design of their own products in
other units.

discuss the
stages involved in
creating a
production plan.

2C

LP3.2

LP3.3

LP3.4

focus on two of
the sectors linked
to the product,
research how
they work to
make the
component
outlined.

identify the links,
'interconnections'
between the
sectors, describe
the
interconnections
in detail.

identify the links,
'interconnections'
between the sectors,
describe the
interconnections in
detail.

LP3.5

research each
organisation in
detail using the
website, produce
a detailed report
of the research.
using the
guidance given.
(How many
people they
employ, how is it
organised (single
site, multiple
worldwide etc)
focus on two of
identify the links, identify
research each
the sectors linked 'interconnections' organisations from
organisation in
to the product,
between the
the two different
detail using the
research how
sectors, describe sectors. The
website, produce
they work to
the
organisations should a detailed report
make the
interconnections be different sizes,
of the research.
component
in detail.
SME/Global
using the
outlined.
enterprises.
guidance given.
The different
departments in
each organisation
and links between
them.

create a detailed Analyse the
following your own
sequential plan to dimensions of the plan, mark out and
produce the given component and
cut the metal
component with
produce an
accurately and
most of the
accurate
safely.
essential areas
template.
covered.

independently
check the
template with the
appropriate tools
for dimensional
accuracy,
photograph
stages for
evidence.

LP3.6

LP3.7

Learning outcomes

LP4.2

LP4.3

LP4.4

LP4.5

research each
organisation in
detail using the
website, produce
a detailed report
of the research.
using the
guidance given.
What are the job
roles and career
progression
routes within
each
organisation.
Complete and
submit for
assessment

complete an
assessment
based on what I
have learnt.

Pupils will know: During the completion of Component 3
this unit you will know how a range of
Preparation
people with different skill sets work
together during the production of electrical,
electronic and mechanical engineered
products, such as mobile phones and
mountain bikes. In this component, you will
develop knowledge and understanding of
the engineering industry, the
interconnections within engineering
sectors, and how these are integrated to
enable organisations to find solutions to
real-life problems.

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

review my
assessment and
revisit areas
required for
improvement;

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

Component 3
Preparation

using a variety of check all of the
files, shape the
dimensions of the
inside of the multi tool, with you
tool spanner
chosen
accurately.
equipment,
comment on the
accuracy.

centre punch and
shape the profile
drill the appropriate of the spanner
holes independently, tool to accurately
photograph stages
replicate the
for evidence.
original,
photograph
stages for
evidence.

independently
make
suggestions for
improvements to
the production
plan and
manufacture of
the spanner tool.

evaluate in detail, review and
the production
submit
plan and
Component 2
manufacture of
Learning Aim C
your spanner tool, for assessment.
photograph
checks for
evidence.

Pupils will know: Through completion of
this unit pupils will understand how the
manufacture of an engineered product
involves design, the correct selection of
materials, components and the making
processes.
Pupils will be able to: Through completion
of this unit pupils will be able to plan,
reproduce, inspect and test a single
component.

LP4.1

LP4.6
Exam Part 1

Exam Part 2

1B
LP4.7

LP5.2

LP5.3

LP5.4

LP5.5

LP5.6

LP5.7

Learning outcomes

analyse the given present findings
brief and
with full analysis,
specification,
suggest how they
compose a
meet the criteria
research plan
outlined.
independently.
Focus on what?,
why?, who?.

Learning outcomes
LP5.1
produce a full
range of
annotated design
proposals using
freehand
sketching to
answer the brief.

Analyse how the
ideas meet the
brief, gauge peer
opinion. record in
table form and
present as part of
PPT presentation.

Research
appropriate
materials and
manufacturing
methods for the
product.

Create two scale
models of your
most appropriate
design solutions
using a range of
media, card,
styrofoam etc.

use CAD with
some teacher
guidance to
create a final
proposal. Record
all screen shots
of how the design
was developed
using various
CAD commands
with reference to
the brief.

use CAD with
some teacher
guidance to
create a final
proposal. Record
all screen shots
of how the design
was developed
using various
CAD commands
with reference to
the brief.

use CAD with
some teacher
guidance to
create a final
proposal. Record
all screen shots
of how the design
was developed
using various
CAD commands
with reference to
the brief.

independently
investigate,
possible existing
solutions to the
problem using a
variety of
sources. focus on
physical
requirements,
aesthetics, size,
function and
performance
requirements.

Analyse how the
ideas meet the
brief, gauge peer
opinion. record in
table form and
present as part of
PPT presentation.

Research
appropriate
materials and
manufacturing
methods for the
product.

Create two scale
models of your
most appropriate
design solutions
using a range of
media, card,
styrofoam etc.

Review your
models against
the brief and
suggest how the
designs could be
improved further.
gauge user
opinion.
Photograph and
add to the PPT
presentation.

use CAD with
some teacher
guidance to
create a final
proposal. Record
all screen shots
of how the design
was developed
using various
CAD commands
with reference to
the brief.

use CAD with
some teacher
guidance to
create a final
proposal. Record
all screen shots
of how the design
was developed
using various
CAD commands
with reference to
the brief.

Complete a
review of the
design process,
present in the
form of a PPT to
your peers then
submit for
assessment.

Through practical
exercises, learners will
produce solutions to
problems using
different combinations
of engineering skills,
including designing as
part of the engineering
design and make
process. The
engineering design and
make process: define
the problem, develop
possible solutions,
choose a solution,
design and model the
solution, evaluate
outcome of project,
work in a team

produce a full
range of
annotated design
proposals using
freehand
sketching to
answer the brief.

Pupils will know:
•
Pupils will be able to:
•

